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Research on Business Services Automation
Research Objective:
The academic researchers at the Outsourcing Unit (OU) aim to assess the current and long-term
effects of business services automation on client organizations. While using software to
automate/augment work is not a new idea, recent interest in service automation has certainly
escalated with the introduction of new technologies including Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
and Cognitive Automation (CA) tools. Many potential adopters of the new types of service
automation tools remain skeptical about the claims surrounding its promised business value.
Potential adopters need exposure to actual and realistic client adoption stories. Mature adopters
want to learn about advanced practices. Academic researchers can help educate potential and
mature adopters by objectively researching actual RPA and CA implementations in client firms,
by assessing what the software can and cannot yet do, and by extracting lessons on realizing its
value.
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Service Automation:
Cognitive Virtual Agents at SEB Bank
In this report, we examine how IPsoft’s cognitive virtual agent (CVA) called Amelia is being
deployed at SEB, a leading Nordic corporate bank. CVAs like Amelia are software platforms
designed to perform like a human service agent using natural language interactions (see
Appendix: About IPsoft Amelia). As a CVA, Amelia has attributes of both Cognitive Automation
(CA) and Robotic Process Automation (RPA) tools as we define them.1 Like other CA
technologies, Amelia automates tasks using inference-based processes to interpret
unstructured (and structured) data, but unlike other CA tools, Amelia does not produce a set of
likely results. Instead, Amelia is a deterministic platform that executes enterprise processes
according to instructions, much like RPA tools do.
In this case study, we describe SEB’s successful implementation of IPsoft’s Amelia. SEB’s
installation was Amelia’s first Swedish speaking engagement. The bank first deployed the
software for internal services on the IT service desk. As of August 2016, SEB deployed Amelia
to help with two internal IT service desk functions: Identity Access Management and Knowledge
Management. These represented 15 percent of the call volume at the time (see Table 1).
Following the success of that implementation, in December 2016 SEB launched the software as
an additional channel to service external customers. SEB describes the initiative as a learning
project conducted live with active customers. Together, SEB and its customers will help shape
the future of digital services.

Table 1: SEB’s Cognitive Virtual Agent Adoption at a Glance
Customers

Internal
Customers

External
Customers

Live
deployment
date

August
2016

December
2016

Services

Identity Access
Management and
Knowledge
Management
(IT Service Desk)

Customer queries

Channel

Web and
mobile app

Web app
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Initial Results
• Software executed 50% of
calls without human
intervention, representing
15% of call volumes;
• Services were delivered up
to five times faster
• Services were more
consistent
Too soon to assess
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Organizations still considering the adoption of virtual agents can learn valuable insights from
SEB. A major lesson for future organizational adopters: If you just think of CVAs as a staff
reduction tool, you will miss the competitive advantage and transformative potential of the
technology. SEB and other early adopters of automation technologies we have studied gained
a “triple win” from automation: a win for customers, a win for employees, and a win for
shareholders. Doing so requires a number of emerging proven practices, of which nine are
evident at SEB:
1. Treat CVA as a learning project
2. Develop criteria for finding high impact use cases
3. Decide optimal time to escalate calls to humans
4. Design the machine’s training program
5. Since cognitive automation tools are trained (not programmed), compare training to human
training to set expectations
6. Gain C-suite support without overselling
7. Invite customers to try the automation, but keep other channels to customers open
8. Envision, communicate and deliver value to employees
9. Assess employee performance based on service quality, not productivity
To put the adoption journey and nine practices into context, we next explain SEB’s business
background.

SEB - The Business Context
“SEB’s long-term vision reflects a future in which customer orientation and
digitization increase in importance. In this environment, the bank’s ambition is to
be the undisputed leading Nordic corporate and institutional bank, and the top
universal bank in Sweden and the Baltic countries. SEB will focus on providing a
leading customer experience, investing in digital interfaces and automated
processes, and on being the most attractive employer.” — SEB 2015 Annual
Report2
SEB is a Nordic financial group that provides banking and financial services in Sweden, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Denmark, Norway, Finland, and Germany. Headquartered in Stockholm, it had
over 15,500 employees in 2015 and generated revenues of over 44 SEK billion (approximately
€4.5 billion euros). Annika Falkengren has served as President and CEO since 2005. As of
2015, SEB served 2,300 large corporations, 700 financial institutions, 257,000 corporate home
bank customers and 1.3 million private home bank customers.3
The organizational structure is aligned with these customer segments, comprising the Large
Corporations and Financial Institutions division, the Corporate and Private Customer division,
and the Baltic division (see Figure 1). Life & Investment Management was formed in 2015 to
provide life insurance and fund management services to it three customer divisions. The
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Business Support and Group Staff Division, headed by Martin Johansson since 2011, support
the customer-facing divisions.
Across the organization, SEB aims to be the leaders in digitally-enabled financial services:
“SEB’s focus will be on customer journeys using digital solutions and support in
order to create a leading customer experience in all segments. This includes
offering personalized advice and transforming the first line of service to digital
solutions and portals so that customers can choose where and in what manner
they want to be served.” — SEB 2015 Annual Report4

President and CEO

Large Corpora2ons &
Financial Ins2tu2ons

Corporate and Private
Customers

Bal2c

Life & Investment Management

Business Support and Group Staﬀ

Figure 1: SEB Organizational Structure
Some of the key players leading the digital strategy agenda include the Chief Strategy Officer,
the Chief Digital Officer, the Group CIO and Head of IT Services. The bank is doing proof of
concepts and developing use cases with a number of advanced cognitive tools across all their
customer divisions. This case study focuses on one such tool, their adoption of IPsoft’s
cognitive virtual agent.

SEB’s Cognitive Virtual Agent Journey
Digital innovations are driving transformation in both front and back offices at SEB, as
exemplified by SEB’s journey to adopt cognitive virtual agents. SEB first adopted the technology
for internal services (back office) and then adopted it for external services (front office). SEB
chose to first deploy IPsoft’s Amelia for its internal IT service desk in 2016. The selection of this
particular platform was a natural progression, as SEB had previously adopted IPsoft’s IPcenter
Copyright © 2017 Mary Lacity, Leslie Willcocks and Andrew Craig. All Rights Reserved
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in 2014. IPcenter is an ITIL5, Six Sigma6, and COBIT7-compatible product that helps automate
and govern IT service delivery.8

IPsoft Amelia selection
When SEB adopted IPcenter, it was aware that IPsoft was developing a cognitive virtual agent,
and continued to track IPsoft’s progress on bringing Amelia to market. Beyond Amelia, SEB
was also tracking other cognitive tools to see which tools would provide SEB customers with the
fastest, best and most innovative services. Cognitive tools also would transform the workforce,
as described by Nicolas Moch, Head of Information, Strategy & Architecture at SEB, “We knew
we were going to have virtual assistants and robots as part of our workforce in the next few
years. We wanted to learn quite fast by being an early innovator.”
After assessing many cognitive automation tools9, SEB decided to select Amelia as its first
virtual cognitive agent. Amelia could be integrated with IPcenter, allowing Amelia to execute
tasks rather than simply initiate a service desk ticket”10 , thus enabling end-to-end process
automation. Nicolas Moch said, “When we scanned the market, we didn’t find really anything
that is comparable to Amelia that could be quick to get something to the market and to meet our
goal to learn quickly.”
The Amelia project was co-sponsored by the Group CIO (Nicholas Moch) and the Head of IT
Services (Anders Collin). SEB decided to install the Amelia software on SEB’s internal servers
rather than deploy as a cloud service because of compliance and legal concerns with cloud
delivery. According to Edwin van Bommel, Chief Cognitive Officer for IPsoft, SEB’s choice is
typical of most customers in the banking, insurance and financial services and asset
management sectors: “These customers prefer to keep their data on premises.”

Employee training
To train SEB employees how to use Amelia, some of IPsoft’s top Amelia developers from New
York came to Sweden to conduct onsite workshops. SEB employees learned to configure
Amelia by specifying neural, process, and emotional ontologies (see Appendix A: About IPsoft’s
Amelia). Initially, three SEB employees were trained. (IPsoft also has implementation partners
like Deloitte, Accenture, NTT Data and others to help customers learn and implement Amelia.)

Use case selection
For the first live deployment, SEB wanted to try Amelia out on internal services. Mikael
Andersson, transformation lead at SEB, explained that SEB wanted to become accustomed to
the platform before offering it as a service option to external customers: “We decided pretty
quickly to try it out in our IT service desk.” 11 The IT service desk provides SEB employees with
all sorts of services, ranging from routine to complex. During the workshops, employees
identified about 80 services as candidates for Amelia. The list was narrowed down to four
services based on volume of calls: password resets, unlocking active directory accounts,
unlocking mortgage applications for home loans, and pointing employees to the right IT service
solution. SEB describes these first three use cases as “Identity Management” services and the
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last use case as “Knowledge Management”. Two such services are described next in more
detail. These four use cases account for about 15 percent of the total call volume.

Identity Management example: Password reset
Using data gathered from the IPcenter, SEB could quite clearly detect, for example, a high
number of calls on Mondays from employees who forgot their passwords. Employees can reset
their passwords from their own computers, but in order to do that, employees need their
passwords to log in! Given the high call volume, some employees were waiting up to 30
minutes for their calls to be answered, generating many lost hours of productivity across the
bank. This was a perfect test case for Amelia—the process was simple enough to configure
Amelia to prompt employees for correct information, verify information against systems of
record, and then execute the password reset without human intervention. Nicolas Moch, Head
of Information, Strategy & Architecture, explained, “This was a simple use case that was not too
complicated for Amelia. We wanted to be able to connect Amelia to actually do something, not
just start a conversation and pass the call to a human. For us, the real value is about driving
automatic process execution.”

Knowledge Management example: Finding the right IT service.
Many employees call the IT service desk simply to find out how to access services. Typical
questions include, “How do I order remote access?” 12 “Where is the form to request a new
computer?” “How do I access to this software?”

Streamline and standardize business processes
SEB documented and reviewed its existing processes in preparation for training Amelia. As the
team went through drawing the processes on a whiteboard, they discovered legacy steps that
no longer served a business purpose, but were still being executed by the human service
agents “because we have always done it this way.” SEB was forced to confront its own bad
processes. While this could be alarming, it had an overall positive impact on the business.
Nicolas Moch, Head of Information, Strategy & Architecture, said, “There is no way of lying,
there is no way of getting around and finding shortcuts. You have to expose the process as it
is.”13 During development, SEB streamlined and standardized processes to ensure faster, more
consistent services. Thus, a traditional process improvement method combined with automation
delivered the ultimate business benefits.

Amelia deployed for internal services
The Amelia pilot rolled out on August 29, 2016. SEB alerted employees that Amelia was now
a service option through its IT service desk phone system. When employees called the IT
service desk, the automated phone system told employees they could go to the Amelia website
or could use the Amelia mobile app loaded on all corporate mobile phones to execute certain IT
service requests, e.g., password resets, unlocking accounts, or finding IT services. SEB
employees engage Amelia by using natural language chat (i.e., text, not voice). In addition, the
software collected the employees’ feedback. Within three weeks, Amelia handled 4,000
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conversations with over 700 SEB employees. 14 Amelia resolved about 50 percent of the calls
without human intervention.

Amelia granted green light for external services
The four internal use cases were considered successful. According to one source, “Huge
benefits have been derived from the IT service desk pilot. The company had not had a textbased chat channel for the IT service desk before Amelia arrived, and its primary channel was
phone support.”15 SEB had always intended to deploy Amelia for customer-facing services, but
the bank wanted to master the technology with internal services first. According to one press
announcement, “The decision to place Amelia in the front office builds on the successful first
phase deployment of Amelia in an internal IT Service Desk supporting SEB’s 15,000 strong
workforce. 16
SEB selected its first external use case by applying the same criteria: which are the most
common and the simplest requests to complete? Three external service requests met these
criteria: providing information on how to become a customer, ordering an electronic ID, and
explaining how to do cross-border payments. Concerning the first service request, SEB’s
service line (called the “phone bank” internally) quite commonly received calls from potential
customers asking, “How can I become a customer of SEB?” In Sweden, bank customers need
to verify their identity in person before they are allowed to open accounts, so Amelia cannot
complete this transaction end-to-end. But the software informs customers of all the steps in the
process for becoming a customer of different types of services (bank account customer,
mortgage customer, etc.). Amelia can perform the step of ordering an electronic ID. For the
third service, Amelia explains to customers all the steps needed for cross-border payments.
Amelia’s knowledge base was also loaded with many other types of data, including the human
experts to contact directly when the software escalates calls.
Amelia was named “Aida” for these external customer-facing services. “Aida” was deployed as
an alternative channel on the web-based application. This is not yet available on the customer
mobile application (see Figures 2 and 3).
Note that SEB did not spend time or money on market research to assess their customers’
potential interest in “Aida”. SEB viewed this as a live experiment. The bank wanted to learn
how customers reacted to the software, how Aida affected their behaviors, and how well Aida
helped them. Mikael Andersson, SEB Transformation Lead-Amelia Exploration, said, “We will
see which customer base this appeals to, but our hopes are that it will grow.” What should help
is the fact that the trial is in Sweden, because “People here are pretty fast at adapting to
change.”17 One month after the launch, the customer feedback had been positive, but
suggested a need to be more human-like in the conversational space.
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ì
Figure 2: SEB customer website with option to chat with IPsoft’s Amelia (called Aida)
Please note: Page was translated from Swedish to English using Google
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Figure 3: Customer interface with SEB’s implementation of
IPsoft’s Amelia (called Aida)
Please note: Page was translated from Swedish to English using Google

Building an Enterprise Competency
“Amelia’s performance to date has inspired SEB to continue the journey of exploring
Amelia.”18
SEB plans to scale and expand its cognitive capabilities across the enterprise. SEB set up its
own cognitive Centre of Excellence (CoE) to build an in-house talent pool of individuals who
develop and operate automations based on cognitive technologies. The Group IT division
focuses on strategy and the IT delivery division focuses on operations. They jointly manage the
CoE. The CoE reports to the Business Board.
By 2017, SEB had trained about 15 employees from both IT and client business lines to staff the
CoE. For the Amelia application, CoE employees supervise Amelia’s learning, monitor
performance and identify new opportunities for applying the technology to transform customer
Copyright © 2017 Mary Lacity, Leslie Willcocks and Andrew Craig. All Rights Reserved
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journeys.19 Why were these individuals selected? While a basic understanding of how
computers are programmed was deemed a necessary prerequisite skill, SEB did not find that
any specific knowledge about cognitive technology was required. Rather, SEB recruited
employees based on their interest in the project. According to Nicolas Moch, Head of
Information, Strategy & Architecture at SEB: “I don’t think you need special knowledge.
Fascination, an interest in the technology, and a willingness to learn are the best criteria.”
Edwin van Bommel, Chief Cognitive Officer for IPsoft, also talked about the new jobs and skills
organizations need in a CoE to sustain, improve, and integrate all the organization’s AI
solutions. He said, “People like AI trainers and subject matter experts are needed for day-today execution at one level, but at a higher level, organizations need cognitive capabilities that
capture intelligence about your operations, further improve and further automate processes.”

Case Discussion: Achieving the “Triple-win”
Our research on SEB and on other early adopters of automation technologies has found that
best practice organizations gain a “triple win” from automation: a win for customers, a win for
employees, and a win for shareholders (see Figure 4).

CUSTOMER
VALUE
Faster service resolu/on
Improved service consistency
Round the clock availability
Mul/-channel delivery

EMPLOYEE
VALUE

SHAREHOLDER
VALUE

More interes/ng work
Learn new skills
Increased employee
sa/sfac/on

Compe//ve advantage
Increased scalability
Increased agility
Opera/onal eﬃciencies
High long-term ROI
Increased compliance

Figure 4: The triple win of automation at SEB

Customer Value
“Customer service is a key differentiator. By making Amelia available to
respond to queries, we enhance our customers’ flexibility of receiving
individualized support at a time that suits them and without any delays in
response,” said Rasmus Järborg, SEB’s Chief Strategy Officer.20
4
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SEB reported multiple customer benefits from the CVA applications, including faster service
resolution, improved service consistency, round the clock availability, and multi-channel
delivery.
Faster service resolution. SEB aimed to use cognitive virtual agents to speed service
delivery, and the internal use cases produced measurable results within a few weeks. Before
Amelia, a typical Monday-morning service resolution time for password resets was 20 minutes,
most of which was time employees waited on hold before interacting with a human service desk
agent. After Amelia, the typical resolution time was three to four minutes. Thus, services were
delivered five times faster!
Improved service consistency. When humans are trained to perform a service, variability will
inevitably result. While the human factor can enhance a service, it also leads to the possibility
of misinformation or lack of compliance with standards. SEB found that some service desk
teams within the organization were indeed using an old process to reset passwords, and using
old security questions that employees had forgotten.
SEB found that service consistency improved because of the Amelia. ‘She’ executes exactly as
instructed each and every time. Training Amelia also proved to be faster and cheaper than
training the equivalent number of humans because the information only needed to be given
once.21
Round the clock service delivery. The Amelia software is always up and running, thus making
services available 24 hours a day. Mikael Andersson, SEB Transformation Lead- Amelia
Exploration, said, “Opening this up to users gave them Amelia as first-level support on their
terms, 24 hours a day.”22 In most companies, 24-hour service using human labor requires
painful overnight shift work or offshoring to different time zones around the world.
Multi-channel service delivery. Phone contact was the main channel for external customer
service, although the bank is also active on various social media platforms. Amelia opened
another channel for service delivery. Initially, Amelia was deployed on the web application, but
SEB will likely open up additional channels. Mikael Andersson, SEB Transformation LeadAmelia Exploration, said, “We will use a kind of alpha/beta method, with our main website
initially giving access to Amelia interactions. We will then expand its reach, for example to our
mobile app and other channels where we interact with customers.”23

Employee Value
“Amelia is handing the repetitive services that are boring, allowing service
desk personnel to solve more interesting problems together with a client.”
Nicolas Moch, Head of Information, Strategy & Architecture at SEB
Given that SEB was able to reduce the number of staff manning the IT service desk as a
consequence of automation, one might naturally assume that the staff would feel threatened by
Copyright © 2017 Mary Lacity, Leslie Willcocks and Andrew Craig. All Rights Reserved
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the technology. At SEB, the bank initially faced a small amount of apprehension that was
quickly overcome when the employees saw a demonstration of the tool. Rather than feel
threated by automation, the employees on the IT service desk welcomed Amelia to the team.
Nicolas Moch, Head of Information, Strategy & Architecture at SEB, explained, “Somewhat as a
surprise, the people most motivated by having Amelia in both cases, the internal and the
external services, are the service desk personnel. That’s what we found.”
At SEB, the service desk employees are typically young people, often students who use this
experience to learn about servicing customers and dealing with an array of problems. Nicolas
Moch, Head of Information, Strategy & Architecture at SEB described the typical service desk
employee, “Our service staff are dynamic people who want to learn from a forward-looking
organization. They are not afraid of losing their jobs because they quickly want to move to other
customer care positions.”
The value to employees was clearly evident. Amelia freed up staff for higher-value customer
service work, which was a main objective from the start. Mikael Andersson, SEB
Transformation Lead- Amelia Exploration, said “Our main aim at the moment is to use this
technology to improve our services and customer support, because we think using it will enable
staff in customer support to focus on value add work by removing mundane processes.” 24
Eliminating the tedious tasks increased the service desk staff’s job satisfaction. Additionally,
for the small number of service desk staff who moved into the Center of Excellence, the real
value to them was learning new skills.

Shareholder value
“The biggest strategic benefits are the increased flexibility, the fact that you
can easily scale services up and down, and you can teach new things to a
virtual agent much more easily than you can teach it to many employees.
Your workforce will focus more on customer care. So cognitive tools are not
about getting rid of people, but about creating agility.” Nicolas Moch, Head of
Information, Strategy & Architecture
By employing Amelia, SEB is accelerating progress towards its innovation goal to differentiate
its services from others in the market. The bank, as well as other adopters of cognitive
automation adopters we have studied, uniformly reported that service automation delivers
shareholder value in terms of long-term competitive advantage and long-term returns on
investment. CVAs can increase revenues by enhancing customer journeys, leading to more
cross-sells and higher conversion and customer retention rates. In the short term, there are
minor operational efficiencies, but the real financial impact comes later, when deployments
are scaled and when the benefits of agility accrue. To this list, Edwin van Bommel, Chief
Cognitive Officer for IPsoft, added increased compliance as a common benefit: “Amelia
increases compliance directly by following processes consistently. But we also have customers
who increase compliance indirectly by having Amelia ‘whisper’ to a human agent whether they
are authorized to pursue a certain client or enact a certain request. If the human is authorized,
Copyright © 2017 Mary Lacity, Leslie Willcocks and Andrew Craig. All Rights Reserved
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Amelia helps them execute the process. If the human is unauthorized, Amelia directs him or her
to the person authorized to help the customer.”
While competitive advantage, scalability, and agility are the main contributors to shareholder
value, SEB also reported short-term efficiency gains. For example, SEB was able to reduce the
number of employees on the internal service desk by five to ten percent. These cost savings,
however, have not yet generated an overall positive return on investment. SEB projected only
long-term substantial financial benefits. Nicolas Moch, explained: “It’s still a very early
technology. It’s not a magic wand. I advise not viewing cognitive tools as the ultimate cost
cutting tool because, while it can help do that, the real value is the way it changes the way you
operate.”

Lessons Learned
As an early adopter of cognitive technologies, SEB’s case study offers a number of insights for
other organizations considering similar technologies. Given SEB’s ambitions to “focus on
providing a leading customer experience, investing in digital interfaces and automated
processes and on being the most attractive employer,” 25 the lessons focus on how to achieve
the “triple win”. We discuss lessons pertaining to project management—managing the phases
of the CVA program, and lessons pertaining to change management—managing the
stakeholders affected by change including senior executives, business groups, and employees.
Where possible, lessons from SEB are compared to lessons from our other case study sites.

Project Management Lessons
Early adopters of cognitive automation tools note that the best practices associated with any ITenabled business project certainly apply to cognitive automation projects like Amelia. The best
practice of “forming multi-disciplinary teams” comprising business sponsors, IT strategy, and IT
operations and of “starting small but thinking big” are sound tenets.26 So, what project
management lessons might be unique to cognitive projects? SEB offers lessons about treating
the CVA project as a “learning project”, finding the high impact use cases, designing the
machine’s training program, and understanding the implications of “configuring” rather than
“programming” the software.
1. Treat CVA as a learning project
Traditionally, IT-enabled business projects are either managed as a business project with a
paying sponsor from business operations and a binding business case or as a research &
development (R&D) project managed and funded by a centralized innovation lab. For the
Amelia adoption, SEB treated it as a learning project, which it described as a hybrid project
(see Figure 5).
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Business Projects

R&D Projects

“Learning” Projects

Owned by business opera=ons
Clear business case with
concrete goals, measures and
expected ROI
Live deployments aGer tes=ng

Co-owned, business and
innova=on group
Clear goals, no measures
Live experiments

Owned by central innova=on
group
General goals, no measures
Controlled experiments

Figure 5: Attributes of a “Learning” Project

A learning project has a substantial upfront investment like an R&D project and it has active
participation from operations like a business project. A learning project has well-defined goals,
but unlike a business project, it does not specify well-defined measures of when financial
benefits will occur. Unlike an R&D project, a learning project gets deployed immediately into
operations. Thus, a learning project is a live exploratory experiment. Nicolas Moch, Head of
Information, Strategy & Architecture at SEB, said, “We view it as a learning project where we
learn together with the customers and the business. We need the latitude to switch directions
as we learn together. If I am tied into a business case of delivering 50 FTE savings by year
end, we’ll miss the strategic value.”
2. Develop criteria for finding high impact use cases
“I challenge customers to pick use cases of significance, something that will
deliver real business value in terms of reducing costs, increasing revenue, and
improving compliance.” Edwin van Bommel, Chief Cognitive Officer for IPsoft
Potential adopters of cognitive technologies like Amelia will want to know how to assess the
suitability of the technologies to their existing services. In our other case studies, cognitive
experts and early adopters reported that cognitive is most suitable for services that rely on
vast amounts of unstructured data and expertise, have enough scale to justify the
investment, and are strategic to the business. SEB is consistent with these criteria, but also
wanted use cases where Amelia could execute a simple end-to-end service. Another criteria
that emerged across our cases: eliminate a pain point for your customers, thus getting highimpact and senior management attention. The password reset use case illustrated this
beautifully: it was a high volume service, it was a simple service, yet a painful service because
employees had long wait times to resolve their problem. Amelia could actually complete the
service without human intervention in the majority of cases, thus meeting all the criteria.
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3. Decide optimal time to escalate calls to humans
As part of managing cognitive projects, there are some unique development decisions to be
made, such as deciding when to have humans take over the service. In the long term, SEB
wanted the Amelia software to resolve 80 percent or more of the calls. As noted above,
Amelia was initially able to resolve about 50 percent of the calls without human intervention.
Why didn’t the software resolve a higher percentage? Part of the reason was because SEB
deliberately designed Amelia to escalate calls quickly to a human rather than frustrate their
employees. Thus, SEB restrained Amelia by design.
Other organizations will need to make a similar determination: How many levels should
cognitive virtual agents deal with before escalation to a human? For some consumer
applications, organizations might decide to never escalate calls to a human. For example,
consumers seem to accept that if Apple’s Siri cannot help them, they will NOT be
connected to the Apple support desk.
4. Design the machine’s training program
Managers need to design a training program for machines, just as they would a human. The
first decision is whether to select supervised or unsupervised machine learning.27
With supervised machine learning, the inputs to the CA tool include data labels for each
example. This makes it easier for the computer to perform well, but requires more training and
human intervention. Since Amelia is designed to execute enterprise transactions, it relies on
supervised learning. When Amelia does escalate a call, the software remains in the
conversation and captures how the human agent resolved the call. The software is designed to
update its own fact base and re-write its own process ontology based on new data, but
humans need to approve the alterations. Robert Petrucelli, Director of Analyst Relations for
IPsoft, explained, “We don’t allow Amelia to be a rogue learner. A Subject Matter Expert
must approve process changes she learns from conversations.”
SEB did not want Amelia to assimilate unverified facts from conversations with users, so
SEB decided to guide Amelia’s learning with human intervention: “For the queries Amelia
cannot resolve, she observes the employee-agent interaction, dynamically learning from
her colleagues how to deal with similar variations. Once her new learnings are approved
by her human supervisors she can answer these queries herself in future.”28 SEB
controlled the conversations from which Amelia was allowed to learn; SEB only wanted the
software to learn from “good” customer service conversations. More commonly, SEB
continually improved Amelia’s performance by re-configuring the neural, episodic memory,
process, and emotional state ontologies within the development environment. SEB updated
Amelia with new information every three hours as of 2016.
With unsupervised machine learning, there are no data labels. Instead, a machine learning
algorithm extracts patterns based on the data. When a CA tool encounters new data it has not
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encountered before, the algorithm instructs the tool to match the new input to the closest
pattern. Unsupervised machine learning algorithms typically need massive amounts of
examples, i.e., data, to perform competently.29 As of 2017, these tools are not used to execute
enterprise transactions. One only has to remember the unintended consequences of
unleashing Microsoft’s TayTweets to understand the issue: Microsoft created a Twitter
account called Tay and tasked the algorithm with learning to communicate with US
millennials without any human supervision. Tay functioned as designed, but it had to be
taken offline in just 16 hours because the software was tweeting or re-tweeting racial slurs,
neo-Nazi propaganda, and other dubious messages.30
5. Since cognitive automation tools are trained (not programmed), compare training to
human training in order to set expectations
Some developers new to cognitive automation tools initially become frustrated that the software
requires extensive human-led training. IBM’s Watson, for example, may take years to train
because of the vast corpus of knowledge needed for many of the applications. Watson’s corpus
of knowledge in healthcare, for example, had 1.5 million patient records, 600,000 pieces of
medical evidence, two million pages of text from 42 medical journals and clinical trials in the
area of oncology research as of 2013.31 Mike Rhodin, head of IBM’s Watson business unit at the
time, told Professor Thomas Davenport, “People ask me why it takes Watson a few years to
learn oncology, but I ask them how long does it take a human to learn it? The oncology leaders
we are working with have spent decades learning what they know, so a few years for Watson
seems reasonable.”32
A similar lesson applies to CVA software in general, and to Amelia in particular. Initially, some
SEB staff members were quite frustrated with Amelia’s poor Swedish language capabilities.
According to one source, the software misinterpreted about 90 percent of dialog initially.
However, SEB was able to improve Amelia’s Swedish language capability quite quickly. Within
a week, her competency in text chat was acceptable for deployment. Compared to teaching a
human to learn a new language, this cognitive tool learns much more quickly. Nicolas Moch,
Head of Information, Strategy & Architecture at SEB said, “Amelia’s capacity to swiftly learn was
an unexpected surprise.”

Change Management Lessons
Change management is about managing the stakeholders affected by change. For cognitive
automation projects, change management is about envisioning the “triple-win” for each
stakeholder, communicating the value of automation, and then delivering to those promises.
Here we describe the major lessons learned.
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6. Gain C-suite support without overselling
The C-suite needs to understand that cognitive automation projects are investments in the
future. Across our case studies on cognitive automation adoptions, a common finding was that
returns on investment (ROIs) occurred only in the long run. Project champions are advised to
get the C-suite excited about the innovation without promising immediate financial returns.
Nicolas Moch, Head of Information, Strategy & Architecture, described SEB’s CEO as “very
driven to try new things”,33 but he was also clear that the bank needed to invest significant
resources in learning how to train the software, building and deploying targeted use cases, and
figuring out how these tools will ultimately transform service delivery on a larger scale. Like our
other cases, SEB reports that the short-term business case did not generate a positive ROI.
However, in the long term, the ROI will be enormous. Moch said, “The long term ROI will be
very, very big. If we need to change something in delivery, we change it once in the
software…compare that to trying to update 10,000 client representatives.” Long-term ROI will
happen because of increased scalability and increased agility. Edwin van Bommel, Chief
Cognitive Officer for IPsoft, concurred with this lesson. He said, “To really transform businesses
with this technology requires top executive attention and drive to make it happen. Whether
companies are working with Amelia, Watson, or another platform, you need to get these
projects out of digital labs and into the business.”
7. Invite customers to try the automation, but keep other channels open
For both the internal and external services, SEB invited customers to try Amelia (or Aida) but
they also keep all other channels available. Mikael Anderson, SEB Transformation LeadAmelia Exploration, expected there would be hurdles to overcome, “because every customer is
different and wants support in different ways. There is also a trust issue to overcome with
customers, so the company will ease the technology in.”34
For the external service, customers were invited to try Aida (refer back to Figure 2), but set
expectations by writing “Our chat is new and under development. Aida is our digital employee
with artificial intelligence. She will help you with your questions and when she cannot answer,
you will get the opportunity to continue to chat with a coworker from customer service.” Once
customers interacted with Aida, SEB invited them to provide feedback on the experience with
Likert-scale ratings and with an open text box (see Figure 6). This is the epitome of a learning
project, as SEB collects the conversations and incorporates the customers’ feedback.
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Figure 6: Customer feedback form for SEB’s Amelia (called Aida)
Edwin van Bommel, Chief Cognitive Officer for IPsoft, added, “Clients need to be open to
changing the user experience with cognitive technologies. While an online form with 32
questions before getting a car quote may work for that channel, clients need to think how an
intelligent platform can transform and uplift the experience to a new level.”

8. Envision, communicate and deliver value to employees
As with any automation technology, employees may feel threatened by CVA. At SEB, the bank
initially faced a “prejudiced resistance,” which was overcome by demonstrating the practical
advantages of adopting the new technology. SEB reported that the response to the technology
had been uniformly positive: “The response is always positive when we introduce Amelia to the
staff. As soon as Amelia is demonstrated, the room fills with positive energy.”35 SEB found that
many people working on SEB’s service desk were actually happy that Amelia was joining the
team as they saw the potential for her to “take away a lot of the repetitive tasks that most of the
people working on service desk don’t like doing.” 36
Organizations are advised to envision, communicate, and deliver the following value to
employees:
•
•
•
•

Employees will perform fewer repetitive and boring tasks
Employees will focus more on customer service, problem solving, and complex tasks
Employees will learn new skills
Employees who embrace service automation will be recognized as an innovator
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9. Assess employee performance based on service quality, not productivity
Across our automation case studies, cognitive tools took over the dreary tasks to allow
employees to focus on more value-added tasks. One consequence is that an individual’s
productivity will decline after automation, because the human now deals with only complex
cases. For example, in one case study that automated claims, the average human productivity
metric was about 12 claims per hour before automation. After automation, human productivity
fell to about seven claims per hour because the claims examiners were dealing with only difficult
claims.37 SEB does not assess an individual employee’s productivity based on number of calls
answered per hour, so the bank did not face this issue. Instead, the bank assesses service
quality. Nicolas Moch, Head of Information, Strategy & Architecture at SEB said, “It doesn’t
make sense to measure individual productivity because it gives the wrong incentives.”
For many organizations, however, the assessment of human productivity has to be redesigned
after automation. Organizations need to either focus assessments on quality of service
resolutions like SEB does, or measure the effectiveness of combined human-automation teams
like other companies we have studied do.38

Conclusion
There are many macro predictions about the future of cognitive automation, usually in tandem
with prognostications about the future of work. These studies are carried out with varying
degrees of rigor, frequently make assumptions that turn out to be questionable, often use weak
data, and omit potentially critical factors. Such factors include, for example, the timeline of
technological development, the change capabilities of organizations and the speed with which
they can move into cognitive and other technologies, job creation resulting from automation, and
the dramatic increases in work many organizations have been experiencing in the last five years
despite slow economic growth.39 Some under-rate the distinctive attributes and value humans
bring to work, many overrate the perfectibility of technology, choosing to ignore that they are
designed, developed and implemented by the fallible humans they are supposedly designed to
replace.
All this make empirical studies like the present one valuable for capturing, demonstrating and
assessing the actual trajectories of cognitive technologies, how they are deployed and with what
consequences at the firm level in contemporary organizations. An SEB senior executive
usefully summarized the implementation as follows:
“The bank’s deployment provides a strong example of the productivity
improvements that can be achieved by combining cognitive and autonomic
solutions. It highlights the potential of integrating digital labor, autonomics,
people, processes and technology into a single system that increases
performance levels.”40
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To date (January 2017) we have researched, or carefully looked at nearly 20 automation cases.
In an early 2016 survey we found five percent of organizations building mature cognitive
automation (CA) capabilities, 11 percent launching proof-of-concept investigations, and 17
percent considering CA. While early 2017 sees marginal increases in these figures, the reality is
that we find the vast majority of organizations not far enough into considering or deploying CA
to merit in-depth investigation. This contrasts with the adoption of robotic process automation
that clearly reached an inflection point in 2016, seeing a 68% plus increase in adoption across
sectors.
Our organization-level findings fit well with more recent macro reports, an example being
Manyika, Chui Miremadi et al. (2017)41 whose empirical work finds that only five percent of jobs
are fully automatable using presently available technologies, while 60 percent are 30%
automatable, and suggests a more gradual transition to automation tools than emerge from
many earlier studies. They cite five factors affecting pace and extent of adoption, all observable
in the present case: technical feasibility, cost of developing and deploying solutions, labor
market dynamics, economic benefits and regulatory and social acceptance. In this respect, just
because a job, or part thereof, can be automated, does not necessarily mean that it will be. This
is a useful corrective to the more dramatic projections based largely on technological capability
- rapidly and seamlessly developed - alone. Their primary focus on tasks, activities and
processes - rather than on job numbers and how existing jobs are defined - is also welcome
and gels with actual practice in the organizations we study, including SEB. Our further work on
cognitive automation, already under way, will continue to probe at the organizational level
experiences of RPA and CA deployment.
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Appendix A: About IPsoft’s Amelia
“IPsoft is working with clients to establish tomorrow’s digital labor models which
drive better outcomes. Entire industries are rebooting. Those who redefine their
businesses to embrace AI early will lead the market.” - Chetan Dube, President &
CEO, IPsoft, Inc.
IPsoft is a software company founded by Chetan Dube in New York City in 1998. It’s initial
software platform, IPcenter, automates IT infrastructure operations. As of 2016, IPsoft had a
delivery center in Bangalore and offices in the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Germany,
Sweden, Singapore, Japan, Australia, Canada, Switzerland and Austria.
IPsoft launched its virtual cognitive agent, Amelia, in 2014. Where does Amelia fit into the
overall virtual assistant market? According to Edwin van Bommel, Chief Cognitive Officer for
IPsoft, virtual assistant technologies target three markets: (1) Virtual Personal Assistants
(VPAs) for consumers such as Apple’s Siri or Amazon’s Alexa, (2) Cognitive Virtual Agents
(CVAs) that represent a company while assisting customers, and (3) CVAs that assist
employees. As of 2017, VPAs are primarily task-oriented programs designed to execute
commands. Edwin van Bommel explained how Amelia serves the latter two markets “Amelia is
much closer to how real call center agents converse with a customer. Her conversation adapts
based on the customer’s emotions. She is conversational AND she can execute processes. So
unlike some chatbots, she will not just answer questions, she can do things like onboard new
customers and open up new accounts. These features also apply to the employee assistant
applications. Amelia can converse with employees, sense their emotions, learn from them, and
help them do their work.”
Amelia is not only the name of the software, but also the name of the avatar that serves as the
software’s user interface (see Figure A.1). The avatar was named after the pioneering aviator,
Amelia Earhart. IPsoft’s Amelia aims to automate customer service interactions, just like a
human agent would do, but with higher speed, efficiency and consistency. Amelia can read 300
pages in 30 seconds and manage thousands of conversations simultaneously.42
The software is designed to follow processes, thus ensuring consistent and compliant services.
The software adapts its conversations in real-time based on the human’s emotions by
continually assessing three emotional states: the level of arousal, dominance, and pleasure. If
Amelia cannot answer a question, the software escalates the query to a human and stays in the
conversation to learn how the human handled it.43
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Figure A.1: Interface Screens for IPsoft’s “Amelia” Desktop and Mobile versions
Amelia uses inference-based processing to interpret a human’s semantic and emotional intent.
Amelia’s development environment captures four ontologies: a neural ontology (i.e., formal
naming and definitions of types, properties, and interrelationships), episodic memory (previous
conversations), a process ontology, and an emotional state ontology. The episodic memory
capability captures high quality call center conversations to use for training and reference during
live calls (see Figure A.2). The episodic memory bank is paired with process maps (see Figure
A.3) to ensure a consistent and compliant execution of service. If Amelia cannot address an
issue, the software escalates the conversation to a human colleague. The software remains in
the conversation, adds the expert human’s dialog to its memory, automatically adapts existing
process maps, and requests the human to approve the adaptation. Thus, Amelia can be said to
continue “learning” by monitoring and interacting with human experts. The emotional state
ontology assesses the level of arousal, dominance, and pleasure. The software adapts the
avatar’s facial expression, body language, and language based on the customer’s emotional
profile. Amelia can be trained to propose additional products or services to happy customers
(see Figure A.4) or to offer consolatory responses or offers (such as a discount) to angry
customers (see Figure A.5).
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Figure A.2: Screen shot of Amelia’s Episodic Memory Capability44

Figure A.3: Example of Process Ontology Development Capability for Amelia
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Figure A.4: Example of Amelia’s Emotional Responsiveness Capability
(Noting and responding to a happy customer profile)

Figure A.5: Example of Amelia’s Emotional Responsiveness Capability
(Noting and responding to an angry customer profile)
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